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Abstract
This paper describes an example of the successful formalization of quite advanced and new mathe-
matics using the MIZAR system. It shows that although much effort is required to formalize nontrivial
facts in a formal computer deduction system, still it is possible to obtain the level of full logical cor-
rectness of all inference steps. We also discuss some problems encountered during the formalization,
and try to point out some of the features of the MIZAR system responsible for that. The formalization
described in this paper allows also for contrasting the linguistic capability of the MIZAR language
and some of the phrases commonly used in “informal” mathematical papers that the MIZAR sys-
tem lacks, and consequently presents the methods of how to cope with it during the formalization.
Yet, apart from the problems, this paper shows some definite benefits from using a formal computer
system in the work of a mathematician.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One of the biggest problems that worry the developers of automated deduction systems
is that their systems are not sufficiently recognized and exploited by working mathe-
maticians. Unlike the computer algebra systems, the use of which has indeed become
ubiquitous in the work of mathematicians these days, deduction systems are still seldom
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sical theorems, the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra formalized in the systems Coq (see
[3]) and MIZAR (see [6]) may serve as a perfect example here. Such work, however, is not
always considered to be really challenging from the viewpoint of mathematicians who are
concerned with obtaining their own new results. Therefore it has been recognized as a big
challenge for the deduction systems community to prove that some of the state-of-the-art
systems are developed enough to cope with formalizing recent mathematics.
This paper tries to support the point made above by showing an example of the suc-
cessful formalization of quite advanced and new mathematics. It allows to observe that
although much effort is required to formalize nontrivial facts in a formal computer deduc-
tion system, still it is possible to obtain the level of full logical correctness of all inference
steps. The work is mostly based on the original results published recently in a renowned
mathematical journal (see [14]) by the author of this article and K. Praz˙mowski. The for-
malization effort essential for this paper has been carried out using the MIZAR language
as the formal background. This allowed to make use of the author’s experience since 1996
first as a MIZAR user and then a member of the developers’ team, as well as to draw
some conclusions from his participation in several big formalization projects ongoing in
the MIZAR society. The work is reflected in the articles [9–12]. All the formal proofs of
theorems leading to the final result have been checked for full logical correctness by the
MIZAR verifier and submitted to the MIZAR Mathematical Library (MML).
2. The theory formalized
The mathematical theory formalized in this experiment has been chosen to best serve
its aims. It is abstract and general, so its description in a formal language was feasible.
Moreover, as most geometrical theories it is both precise and intuitive. On the other hand,
it is quite advanced and rather specialized. Namely, we formalized the concept of partial
linear spaces and the Segre product of them. As a key result, we provided the codification of
the theorem characterizing automorphisms (collineations) of the Segre product of strongly
connected partial linear spaces based on the results published in [14]. Most known partial
linear spaces (in particular, spaces of pencils being a generalization of the projective space)
are strongly connected, so the result is quite general.
First, we introduced the axiomatic basis of partial linear spaces. The complete theory
was built from scratch on top of MML, based only on the notion of a structure equipped
with a fixed set and a family of its subsets, already present in MML. Then we constructed
the notion of the Segre product. Originally, the Segre product, closely connected with the
Segre variety, was defined for projective spaces (see [20]). In such a framework, the product
can be considered as a geometrical counterpart of the tensor product operation defined for
vector spaces. But it is seen that the Segre product can be defined for arbitrary (even partial)
linear spaces and then it becomes a product in a suitable category. The approach used in
this work is even more general. We defined the Segre product for a family of partial linear
spaces indexed by an arbitrary non-empty set and proved that it satisfies the axioms of a
partial linear space.
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space is strongly connected if—intuitively—each strong subspace can be joined with each
point by a sequence of planes, where every two consecutive ones share a line. Then we
studied subspaces and collineations in the Segre product. This part of the formalization is
based on the notion of, so-called, “cosets”. They prove to be geometrically definable in
the product, so they remain invariant under automorphisms. On the other hand, they are
isomorphic to the product’s components.
Finally, using the apparatus described above, we formalized the characterization of
collineations of the Segre product. In brief, it turns out that if all components Mi of the
productM=⊗i∈IMi are strongly connected then we can “separate variables” and every
collineation f of M is determined by a set (fi), where each fi is a collineation defined
onMi .
3. Key aspects of the formalization
The first notable example of computer-aided formalization of mathematics was the
work of L.S. van Benthem Jutting [5], who formalized a reference book on mathematics
(Landau’s Grundlagen der Analysis) into the formal language AUT-QE (variant of AU-
TOMATH). Although the author of this formalization project attempted to follow Landau’s
construction of real numbers as closely as possible while translating it into AUTOMATH,
understanding this coding undoubtedly requires a previous profound study of that system’s
language.
Many modern automated deduction systems, like MIZAR, Coq, Isabelle or HOL (Light),
support a much greater level of readability of their input files. For a comparison of 16
leading math-assistant systems one may look at Freek Wiedijk’s note ‘The Sixteen Provers
of the World’ [23]. Besides all the differences between them, also described in the above
mentioned paper, the systems have proved to be successful in doing quite advanced and
substantial formalization projects. For example, a proof of the fundamental theorem of
algebra was formalized by Robert Milewski in MIZAR [6], and almost simultaneously a
constructive proof was completed by Henk Barendrecht’s group in Nijmegen using the Coq
system [3].
3.1. Formalization projects in MIZAR
The main motivation of using the MIZAR system for the purpose of doing research
presented in this paper was the author’s experience as a MIZAR user since 1996, and then
the member of the developers’ team. But not less important were also some more objective
qualities of MIZAR which made it the most suitable system for such a task.
First of all, what makes MIZAR unique between modern proof-assistant systems is prob-
ably not the system itself (being a formal system of general applicability, which as such
has little in common with any set theory), but rather its huge library of formalized mathe-
matical data.
Namely, around 1988 a decision was made within the MIZAR project to focus on de-
veloping this mathematical library, called MIZAR Mathematical Library (MML), based
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the assumed logic, and the chosen set theory provide the environment in which all fur-
ther mathematics is developed. This development is definitional, i.e., new mathematical
concepts can be defined only after supplying a model for them in the already available the-
ories. At the time of writing this paper, MML (version 4.19.880) consisted of 880 articles
including 38891 theorems, 7447 definitions and 724 schemes (first-order statements with
free second-order variables). The availability of a library of this format, together with the
development of methods for using it efficiently, rendered MIZAR a specifically convenient
system for doing large formalization projects.
One of them, still on-going, is a long-term collaboration effort to formalize the Jordan
Curve Theorem, which can be formulated as follows:
A simple closed curve in the plane divides the plane in exactly two parts, one bounded
(the inside) and one unbounded (the outside). Furthermore the curve is the complete
frontier of both parts.
This theorem may seem quite obvious at the first glance, however it is common knowledge
that it is very difficult to prove it rigorously. Mizar formalization follows the script ‘On the
Jordan Curve Theorem’ by Y. Nakamura and Y. Takeuchi [8]. The work actually started in
1992. Since that time, various paths of the proof have had to be reexamined and corrected,
several crucial gaps and omissions have been found during the formalization. This indicates
clearly that the formalization work helps to completely understand this theorem and its
detailed proof, which is not simple at all.
Another significant formalization project carried out with the aid of the MIZAR system
is the attempt to formalize the complete monograph A Compendium of Continuous Lattices
(CCL for short, [4]). Again, this proved to be a fairly complicated task. As reported in [1,2],
even despite the involvement of more than a dozen of experienced authors, the project is
only partially successful—only about 60% of the monograph’s contents has been covered
so far. In parallel with the proper formalization, there appeared the necessity to cover also
some preliminary material, assumed by the authors of CCL. In consequence there emerged
two series of articles, YELLOW and WAYBEL, as the preliminary and main-stream part of
the formalization, respectively.
Both the above mentioned projects are based on formalizing well-established mathemat-
ical knowledge. In the case of the Jordan Curve Theorem, no mathematician can question
the validity of it, all the complications of completing its proof stem from the assumption to
provide a solution based only on elementary methods in a formal environment. Similarly,
the knowledge collected in CCL had been thoroughly prepared and presented in the great
level of detail by the authors, and then checked by numerous readers.
Unlike in the above cases, by doing our experiment we tried to exploit a quite differ-
ent source of mathematical data, which appears to be even more challenging. Namely, it
proves that formalization of new mathematical results, as published in renowned mathe-
matical journals, is also possible. A similar idea can be found in the work of Krzysztof
Retel (see [16–18]), who started to formalize in MIZAR a paper ‘On Better-quasi-ordering
Countable Series-parallel Orders’ (Transactions of American Mathematical Society 2000,
[21]). This paper had been chosen because its very subject allowed to suppose that the
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theory of ordered sets and lattices in the CCL project. The theory formalized in our ex-
periment, however, is free from such assumptions. Moreover, what, in our opinion, makes
our formalization effort quite unique is the fact that the central mathematical problem for-
malized (establishing the automorphisms of the Segre product) is based on the author’s
own recent mathematical work (in cooperation with Krzysztof Praz˙mowski), published in
Journal of Geometry in 2001.
3.2. The De Bruijn factor
Every formalization environment can be characterized by a specific measure called by
F. Wiedijk the de Bruijn factor (after the creator of AUTOMATH, who first noticed this
measure’s importance, see [22]). It is the ‘loss factor’ between the size of an ordinary
mathematical exposition and its full formal translation inside a computer in the given
formal environment. This factor is determined by a combination of the amount of de-
tail present in the original text and the expressivity of the system (or language) used to
do the formalization. Obviously, the size in bytes of the files of a formalization is not a
very meaningful measure. It is strongly affected by various matters, completely irrelevant
as far as the mathematical content is concerned, such as the choice of variable names or
the use of whitespace, etc. To reduce these redundancy effects, we adopt in the sequel
Wiedijk’s notions (cf. [22]) of the apparent de Bruijn factor (calculating the ratio of the
sizes of the uncompressed files) and the intrinsic de Bruijn factor (with sizes of compressed
files).
Clearly, there are various levels of detail used in different mathematical texts. This may
vary from author to author, but more importantly, it depends on the ‘character’ of the text
that is being formalized. Quite different level of precision is presented in monographs,
textbooks, and finally in regular journal publications addressed mainly to the audience of
specialists in the field. In the paper [22], Wiedijk showed that for three specific exam-
ples this factor turns out to be approximately equal to four. This result, however, may not
necessarily apply to all kinds of mathematical exposition. Therefore, to have a better per-
spective on the actual values of the de Bruijn factor in case of formalizing a journal paper,
we present a more ‘realistic’ (i.e. complete, not taken out of context) examples. Let us start
with a fairly simple introductory lemma (Theorem 1.1, [14]):
Lemma 3.1. Every strongly connected partial line space is connected.
Proof. Let a, b ∈ X, then there is a line k ∈ L with a ∈ k. Consider a sequence Y0, . . . , Yl
of strong subspaces, joining k and b. Let c0 = a, ci ∈ Yi−1 ∩Yi , cl+1 = b. Clearly, ci−1 ∼ ci
for i = 1, . . . , l + 1. 
For the purpose of our calculations, the corresponding LATEX source of that particular
fragment is more useful than the human-readable presentation. It seems so, even despite
some apparently redundant information like labeling, structuring, etc. which appear also in
a formal text:
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Every strongly connected partial line space is connected.
\end{lemat}
\begin{proof}
Let $a,b\in X$, then there is a line $k\in\mathcal{L}$ with
$a\in k$.
Consider a sequence $Y_0,\ldots,Y_l$
of strong subspaces, joining $k$ and $b$.
Let $c_0=a$, $c_i\in Y_{i-1}\cap Y_i$, $c_{l+1}=b$. Clearly,
$c_{i-1}\sim c_i$ for $i=1,\ldots,l+1$.
\end{proof}
For a brief comparison, below we present the MIZAR source of the proof extracted
from the MML article PENCIL_1,1 [9]. One may observe that these two texts do not
correspond to each other directly (which is rarely the case in actual formalization projects,
e.g. the formalization may take a more general approach as here). Still, they are intended
to signify the same mathematical ideas, the first one to a human reader, the second to the
MIZAR system. Therefore, we can think of them as equivalent, because the proof path is
not altered. Later we can use the following text as a reference point trying to analyse the
de Bruijn factor in our development.
theorem
for S being non empty non void identifying_close_blocks
without_isolated_points
TopStruct holds S is strongly_connected implies S is connected
proof
let S be non empty non void identifying_close_blocks
without_isolated_points TopStruct;
assume A1: S is strongly_connected;
thus S is connected
proof
let x,y be Point of S;
consider K being Block of S such that
A2: x in K by Def9;
K in the topology of S;
then reconsider L=K as Subset of S;
L is closed_under_lines strong by Th20,Th21;
then consider f being FinSequence of bool the carrier
of S such that
A3: L = f.1 & y in f.(len f) and
A4: for W being Subset of S st W in rng f holds
W is closed_under_lines strong and
A5: for i being Nat st 1 <= i & i < len f holds
2 c= Card((f.i) /\ (f.(i+1))) by A1,Def11;
A6: rng f c= bool the carrier of S by FINSEQ_1:def 4;
1 The complete article containing this proof can be viewed at http://mizar.org/JFM/Vol12/pencil_1.miz.html.
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then reconsider n=(len f) - 1 as Nat by FINSEQ_3:28;
A8: len f in dom f by A3,FUNCT_1:def 4;
deffunc F(Nat) = (f.$1) /\ f.($1+1);
consider h being FinSequence such that
A9: len h = n & for k being Nat st k in Seg n holds h.k=F(k) from
FINSEQ_1:sch 2;
A10: (len h) + 1 = len f by A9;
now assume {} in rng h; then consider i being set such that
A11: i in dom h & h.i = {} by FUNCT_1:def 5;
reconsider i as Nat by A11;
A12: 1 <= i & i <= len h by A11,FINSEQ_3:27;
then i in Seg n by A9,FINSEQ_1:3;
then A13: h.i=(f.i) /\ (f.(i+1)) by A9;
1 <= i & i < len f by A10,A12,NAT_1:38;
then 2 c= Card (h.i) by A5,A13;
then {} is non trivial by A11,Th4;
hence contradiction by REALSET1:def 4; end;
then product h <> {} by CARD_3:37;
then consider c being set such that
A14: c in product h by XBOOLE_0:def 1;
consider ce being Function such that
A15: ce = c & dom ce = dom h & for a being set st a in dom h holds
ce.a in h.a by A14,CARD_3:def 5;
reconsider c as Function by A15;
A16: dom h = Seg n by A9,FINSEQ_1:def 3;
then reconsider c as FinSequence by A15,FINSEQ_1:def 2;
rng (<*x*>^c^<*y*>) c= the carrier of S
proof
let r be set; assume r in rng (<*x*>^c^<*y*>);
then r in rng (<*x*>^c) \/ rng <*y*> by FINSEQ_1:44;
then r in rng (<*x*>^c) or r in rng <*y*> by XBOOLE_0:def 2;
then A17: r in (rng <*x*>) \/ (rng c) or r in
rng <*y*> by FINSEQ_1:44;
per cases by A17,XBOOLE_0:def 2;
suppose r in rng <*x*>;
then r in {x} by FINSEQ_1:55;
hence r in the carrier of S;
end;
suppose r in rng c;
then consider o being set such that
A18: o in dom c & r = c.o by FUNCT_1:def 5;
reconsider o as Nat by A18;
h.o=(f.o) /\ f.(o+1) by A9,A15,A16,A18;
then r in (f.o) /\ f.(o+1) by A15,A18;
then A19: r in f.o by XBOOLE_0:def 3;
len h <= len f by A10,NAT_1:29;
then dom h c= dom f by FINSEQ_3:32;
then f.o in rng f by A15,A18,FUNCT_1:def 5;
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end;
suppose r in rng <*y*>;
then r in {y} by FINSEQ_1:55;
hence r in the carrier of S;
end;
end;
then reconsider g = <*x*>^c^<*y*> as
FinSequence of the carrier of S by FINSEQ_1:def 4;
take g;
A20: g = <*x*>^(c^<*y*>) by FINSEQ_1:45;
hence x=g.1 by FINSEQ_1:58;
len g = len (<*x*>^c) + len <*y*> by FINSEQ_1:35;
then A21: len (<*x*>^c) + 1 = len g by FINSEQ_1:56;
hence A22: y=g.(len g) by FINSEQ_1:59;
A23: len (<*x*>^c) = len <*x*> + len c by FINSEQ_1:35;
then A24: len (<*x*>^c) = len c + 1 by FINSEQ_1:56;
let i be Nat;
assume A25: 1 <= i & i < len g;
then A26: i <= len (<*x*>^c) by A21,NAT_1:38;
let a,b be Point of S;
assume
A27: a = g.i & b = g.(i+1);
A28: len <*x*> = 1 & len <*y*> = 1 by FINSEQ_1:56;
per cases by A24,A25,A26,AXIOMS:21,NAT_1:26;
suppose A29: i = 1 & i <= len c;
then A30: 1 in dom c by FINSEQ_3:27;
A31: len (c^<*y*>) = len c + 1 by A28,FINSEQ_1:35;
A32: b = (<*x*>^(c^<*y*>)).2 by A27,A29,FINSEQ_1:45;
len (<*x*>^(c^<*y*>)) = len <*x*> +
len (c^<*y*>) by FINSEQ_1:35;
then len (<*x*>^(c^<*y*>)) = 1 + 1 + len c by A28,A31;
then len <*x*> < 2 & 2 <= len (<*x*>^(c^<*y*>))
by A28,NAT_1:29;
then b = (c^<*y*>).(2 - len <*x*>) by A32,FINSEQ_1:37;
then b = (c^<*y*>).(2-1) by FINSEQ_1:56;
then A33: b = c.1 by A30,FINSEQ_1:def 7;
A34: c.1 in h.1 by A15,A30;
h.1=(f.1) /\ f.(1+1) by A9,A15,A16,A30;
then A35: b in f.1 by A33,A34,XBOOLE_0:def 3;
A36: f.1 in rng f by A7,FUNCT_1:def 5;
then reconsider f1=f.1 as Subset of S by A6;
A37: f1 is closed_under_lines strong by A4,A36;
a = x by A20,A27,A29,FINSEQ_1:58;
hence a,b are_collinear by A2,A3,A35,A37,Def3;
end;
suppose A38: i = 1 & i = len c + 1;
then len c = 0 by XCMPLX_1:3;
then A39: len h = 0 by A15,FINSEQ_3:31;
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then reconsider f1=f.1 as Subset of S by A6;
f1 is closed_under_lines strong by A4,A40;
then A41: x,y are_collinear by A2,A3,A10,A39,Def3;
len <*x*> = 1 by FINSEQ_1:56;
then len g = i+1 by A21,A38,FINSEQ_1:35;
hence a,b are_collinear by A20,A22,A27,A38,A41,
FINSEQ_1:58;
end;
suppose A42: 1 < i & i <= len c;
A43: len h <= len h + 1 by NAT_1:29;
A44: len c = len h by A15,FINSEQ_3:31;
A45: i <= len h by A15,A42,FINSEQ_3:31;
i <= len h + 1 by A42,A43,A44,AXIOMS:22;
then A46: i in dom f by A9,A42,FINSEQ_3:27;
then A47: f.i in rng f by FUNCT_1:def 5;
then reconsider ff = f.i as Subset of S by A6;
A48: ff is closed_under_lines strong by A4,A47;
reconsider j = i-1 as Nat by A46,FINSEQ_3:28;
j + 1 = i;
then A49: 1 <= j by A42,NAT_1:38;
j <= j + 1 by NAT_1:29;
then j <= n by A9,A45,AXIOMS:22;
then A50: j in Seg n by A49,FINSEQ_1:3;
then A51: c.j in h.j by A15,A16;
A52: len <*x*> < i & i <= len(<*x*>^c) by A23,A28,A42,NAT_1:38;
i <= len c + 1 by A42,A43,A44,AXIOMS:22;
then i in dom (<*x*>^c) by A24,A42,FINSEQ_3:27;
then a = (<*x*>^c).i by A27,FINSEQ_1:def 7;
then a = c.j by A28,A52,FINSEQ_1:37;
then a in (f.j) /\ f.(j+1) by A9,A50,A51;
then A53: a in ff by XBOOLE_0:def 3;
i <= len h by A15,A42,FINSEQ_3:31;
then A54: i in Seg n by A9,A42,FINSEQ_1:3;
then A55: c.i in h.i by A15,A16;
A56: len <*x*> < i+1 by A28,A42,NAT_1:38;
A57: i+1 <= len c + 1 by A42,AXIOMS:24;
then i+1 in dom (<*x*>^c) by A23,A28,A56,FINSEQ_3:27;
then b = (<*x*>^c).(i+1) by A27,FINSEQ_1:def 7;
then b = c.(i + 1 - len <*x*>) by A24,A56,A57,FINSEQ_1:37;
then b in (f.i) /\ f.(i+1) by A9,A28,A54,A55;
then b in ff by XBOOLE_0:def 3;
hence a,b are_collinear by A48,A53,Def3;
end;
suppose A58: 1 < i & i = len c + 1;
A59: len (<*x*>^c) = 1 + len c by A28,FINSEQ_1:35;
then A60: b = y by A27,A58,FINSEQ_1:59;
A61: f.(len f) in rng f by A8,FUNCT_1:def 5;
then reconsider ff = f.(len f) as Subset of S by A6;
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i in dom (<*x*>^c) by A58,A59,FINSEQ_3:27;
then A63: a = (<*x*>^c).i by A27,FINSEQ_1:def 7
.= c.(len c + 1 - 1) by A28,A58,A59,FINSEQ_1:37
.= c.(len c);
0 + 1 < len c + 1 by A58;
then consider k being Nat such that
A64: len c = k + 1 by NAT_1:22;
1 <= len c by A64,NAT_1:29;
then A65: len c in dom h by A15,FINSEQ_3:27;
then a in h.(len c) by A15,A63;
then A66: a in (f.(len c)) /\ (f.(len c + 1)) by A9,A16,A65;
len c = len h by A15,FINSEQ_3:31;
then a in ff by A9,A66,XBOOLE_0:def 3;
hence a,b are_collinear by A3,A60,A62,Def3;
end;
end;
end;
Here are the statistics of the de Bruijn factor calculated for the above example:
input text informal formal de Bruijn factor
uncompressed 382 B 7566 B apparent: 19.8
compressed 285 B 2273 B intrinsic: 7.9
As we can see, the resulting ratios are “less optimistic” than the Wiedijk’s value. Before
we attempt to analyze some causes of that fact (see Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3), let us men-
tion that in the AUTOMATH system the ratio between the original text and its formalized
counterpart was intended to be always roughly the same. In the case of the MIZAR sys-
tem and our development there is a certain tendency observed while formalizing more and
more advanced data. For example, calculating the factors for a more complicated theorem
(Theorem 1.5, [14]) similarly as above we get the following result:
input text informal formal de Bruijn factor
uncompressed 1738 B 20832 B apparent: 11.98
compressed 728 B 4324 B intrinsic: 5.93
Going to the theorem stating the final result (the characterization of collineations of the
Segre product of strongly connected partial linear spaces, Theorem 1.10, [14]) we obtain
what follows:
input text informal formal de Bruijn factor
uncompressed 3574 B 40388 B apparent: 11.3
compressed 1387 B 7404 B intrinsic: 5.33
From the above we can observe that both the de Bruijn factors are not constant. There is
also a visible decrease of both factors while the formalized theory is getting more advanced,
apparently because on the one hand the formal apparatus starts to “work”, and on the other
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but also the observable “convergence” makes us think of yet another factor which may
be meaningful for various formalization tasks. Namely, the ratio of total amount of data
needed to make a mathematical fact intelligible for humans, and on the other hand for the
formal computer system. Of course it is best applicable to whole theories or to significant
mile stones in formalization tasks. We may call it the effective de Bruijn factor for a given
development. In our case, the effective value for the final theorem was calculated as the
following (note that it actually proves the steady decrease of the de Bruijn factors):
input text informal formal de Bruijn factor
uncompressed 21187 B 292870 B apparent: 13.82
compressed 6925 B 52796 B intrinsic: 7.62
Finally, the loss factor can also be calculated for the “interface” part of mathematical
data, i.e., the formulation of theorems and definitions, without their proofs. This measure
seems quite meaningful since in the greater part of mathematical practice, these are just the
statements that we actually refer to, not their proofs. In the case of the MIZAR system, that
part corresponds to the content of so called abstracts, which are used to build the database
of available theorems (MML). As an example, we may see the interface de Bruijn factor
looking again at the final theorem of our formalization as extracted from the journal:
Proposition 3.2. LetMi be strongly connected for i = 1, . . . ,m and let f be a collineation
of⊗mi=1Mi . Then for every i m there is a collineation fi which mapsMi ontoMσ(i)
such that f (c1, . . . , cm)σ(j) = fj (cj ) for all ci ∈ Xi and j = 1, . . . ,m.
and its counterpart taken from a MIZAR article:
theorem
for I being finite non empty set
for A being PLS-yielding ManySortedSet of I st
for i being Element of I holds A.i is strongly_connected
for f being Collineation of Segre_Product A
ex s being Permutation of I, B being Function-yielding
ManySortedSet of I st
for i being Element of I holds (B.i is map of A.i,A.(s.i) &
for m being map of A.i,A.(s.i) st m=B.i holds m is isomorphic) &
for p being Point of Segre_Product A
for a being ManySortedSet of I st a=p
for b being ManySortedSet of I st b=f.p
for m being map of A.i,A.(s.i) st m=B.i holds b.(s.i)=m.(a.i)
The result of this operation is presented in the following chart:
input text informal formal de Bruijn factor
uncompressed 394 B 590 B apparent: 1.49
compressed 275 B 271 B intrinsic: 0.98
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From the previous considerations, one may see that the formalization requires much
more work than an ordinary human-readable presentation. The de Bruijn factor for the
complete development is quite far from the magic threshold value which, when reached
by a formal deduction system, would make it attractive for really wide group of working
mathematicians. Below we try to point out some obstacles that impeded the reduction of
the de Bruijn factor in our experiment, and some other problems accoutered during the
formalization.
4.1. MIZAR language capabilities
The primary reason why much more information is needed to make a theorem “un-
derstandable” for a computer system than for a human reader lies in the language of
mathematics. Even with a system like MIZAR, which is designed to be as close as possible
to the mathematical vernacular, and be readable to humans, it is impossible to formalize
smoothly all possible linguistic inventions of creative mathematical mind. Only the most
frequently used proof techniques and tactics can be reflected in the grammar of a formal
language. Others must be translated using a “closest in meaning” formal linguistic struc-
ture, or sometimes their meaning must be “decoded” from the context.
The best example is the common use of phrases like “Obviously. . . ”, “Evidently. . . ”,
or “Clearly. . . ” as in the lemma cited in Section 3.2, which may be comprehensible to a
knowledgeable human reader who is familiar with some extra knowledge, but which is far
from being obvious for a computer system trying to justify a given inference step. Ideally,
formalizing such statements should require only providing references from the context.
More often, however, separate reasoning is also needed. This may go even further, quite
often whole parts of proofs are omitted by authors to spare their readers tedious or less
interesting details. One such example in our formalization was the phrase “The converse
implication is evident”, which had to be covered by more than a hundred of lines in a
MIZAR article.
Even harder to formalize, and consequently significantly increasing the values of the
de Bruijn factor, are commonly used shortcut statements. For instance, doing our for-
malization we came across statements like “By reasoning similar to the above. . . ” which
sometimes may indeed be codified by a fairly simple copy-and-paste approach (if neces-
sary replacing names of involved variables or terms), but often may require a completely
different justification, only superficially resembling the other one.
The most problematic issues, from the point of view of the formalization, are the “meta”
statements which actually contain in themselves whole reasoning tactics or proof methods.
Again, our formalization shows some evident examples, to mention only a proof com-
pleted “without loss of generality” for three elements while an intricate induction proof
was required in the formalization, or a conclusion that a geometric property holds for some
object, because “it is definable” in terms of lines.
Finally, the de Bruijn factor is also kept high thanks to referring to the readers’ intu-
ition, especially in theories like geometry. As we can see looking at the simple example
MIZAR text confronted with the corresponding fragment of a journal publication in Sec-
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elements, which on paper may be just enumerated using “. . . ” construct which is perfectly
understandable to human readers in a given context. And again, an intuitive treatment of a
sequence of pairwise collinear points as equivalent to a sequence of crossing lines requires
some more formal justification.
4.2. MML integrity
Another reason why our formalization effort required more input than the informal orig-
inal is apparently the compliance with MML policies concerning new formalizations which
are to be included into the MIZAR library. Namely, building and maintaining such a body
of formalized mathematics as MML forces a number of decisions and poses a number of
challenges—choosing foundations, soundness, organization, etc. Any development within
it should also stick to it.
First of all, we should preserve MML’s integrity, as described in [19]. This involves the
care about the quality of the data-base’s contents from the viewpoint of (but not restricted
to) the following criteria:
• repetitions of theorems (in our case relatively easy to maintain, because the whole
theory was built from scratch by one person, on top of more basic theories present in
MML before)
• overlap of defined notions (to avoid duplicating structures consisting of a universe (the
set of points) and a selected set of its subsets (the set of lines) to describe our geometri-
cal spaces we used the already introduced in MML topological notions TopStruct,
topology, isomorphic functions, see the MIZAR example in Section 3.2)
• proper exploration of introduced notions (for future developments, but rather to for-
malize the main result—the goal—but some general theorems, as general as possible)
• full usage of the available features of the language (when possible we tried to use
efficient MIZAR features like the processing of so called “attribute clusters”, or built-
in capabilities imported by the requirements directive for more automation in
reasoning steps).
4.3. Bridging the information gap
Virtually every formalization project must cope with bridging the gap between the the-
ory assumed by the author of informal data being formalized and the knowledge currently
available in a given formal system. In big developments like the ones mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.1, there may appear a separate branch or theory created for the sake of further
formalizations. This, for example, was the case in the course of MIZAR encoding of [4],
where a whole series of preliminary articles (YELLOW) was created to cover the gap. To
some extent this situation also appeared while formalizing our theory of the Segre prod-
ucts of partial linear spaces. Apart from several theorems concerning such various things
like families, relations, functions, numbers etc. that were proved and included in MML, we
also introduced some notions of general interest which now may be used by other MIZAR
authors in their developments. One example was the proof of correctness of the scheme
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C, and a binary predicate P , and states that:
There exists an one-to-one finite sequence g of elements of C such that A = g(1) and
B = g(leng) and rngg ⊆ rngD and for every natural number j such that 1 j and j <
leng holds P[g(j), g(j + 1)] provided the parameters have the following properties:
A = D(1) and B = D(lenD), and for every natural number i and for all sets d1, d2
such that 1 i and i < lenD and d1 =D(i) and d2 =D(i + 1) holds P[d1, d2].
This proof required the introduction of an operation on sequences which cuts off a
segment of the sequence’s elements from one given index till another. The operation was
therefore introduced, and several properties were proven to be useful not only for the pur-
pose of our development, but also to serve other MIZAR authors working in completely
different fields.
4.4. Some MIZAR pitfalls
Our experience with the described formalization project shows that even experienced
authors may sometimes find themselves in troubles. Below is a description of two MIZAR
features which interfered in our work.
4.4.1. Redefinitions in cluster registrations
At first glance, the above MIZAR fragment should be accepted by the verifier, but sur-
prisingly it was not.
registration
let I be non empty set;
let i be Element of I;
let A be non-Trivial-yielding (1-sorted-yielding
ManySortedSet of I);
cluster A.i -> non trivial;
coherence
proof
thus A.i is non trivial;
::> *51 *4
end;
end;
::> 4: This inference is not accepted
::> 51: Invalid conclusion
It took several ‘debugging-like’ attempts to establish what was really the current proof
skeleton. At first glance, the type of A.i was supposed to be given by the following rede-
finition from the article PENCIL_1:
definition let I be non empty set;
let A be TopStruct-yielding ManySortedSet of I;
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redefine func A.j -> TopStruct;
end;
Using the qua keyword to explicitly type-cast the type of A.i allowed to reveal what
the problem was:
coherence
proof
thus (A.i) qua set is non trivial;
::> *4
end;
The lack of any errors reported by the REASONER with this explicit type coercion (i.e.
the correctness of the proof skeleton in this case) indicated that the system expected here a
formula with A.i of type set and a corresponding trivial attribute. In consequence,
this statement could not be formalized as, so called, term adjective registration (or functor
cluster registration) to allow more automatic processing by the MIZAR verifier, but instead
it had to be stated as a regular theorem:
theorem :: PENCIL_3:2
for I being non empty set
for i be Element of I
for A being non-Trivial-yielding
(1-sorted-yielding ManySortedSet of I)
holds A.i is non trivial;|
4.4.2. The misleading error 190
Below is another example of a strange, at least at first glance, MIZAR verifier’s behavior.
During formalizing the proof of Theorem 1.8, [14] the following error was reported:
consider G being FinSequence such that
G: len G = len F & for j being Nat st j in Seg (len F)
holds G.j=H(j) from FINSEQ_1:sch 2;
rng G c= bool the carrier of Segre_Product A
proof
let a be set;
assume a in rng G; then
consider o being set such that
o: o in dom G & G.o=a by FUNCT_1:def 5;
reconsider o as Nat by o;
o in Seg (len F) by G,o,FINSEQ_1:def 3;
::> *190
::> 190: Inaccessible theorem
To every experienced MIZAR user, this error indicates that in order for the system to
understand and import the theorem from the database, some additional article names should
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can be calculated by the constr utility. However, it is often faster for the user (this way is
generally preferred by most users when performance is not the main issue like in the case
of e.g. building a private library) to just add a given article’s name (here FINSEQ_1) to
the constructors directive, because this would recursively import all information necessary
to render all concepts introduced in this article.
Indeed, FINSEQ_1 was not present explicitly in the constructors directive. But
surprisingly enough, even after supplying it, the same error was still reported. Finally, it
turned out, that the presence of FINSEQ_1 in the schemes directive “postponed” the
proper errors 144,330 which should be reported when a theorems directive was not
present, and consequently another (irrelevant and misleading) error was showed. This has
been classified as a bug and scheduled to be fixed in forthcoming MIZAR releases.
5. Benefits from the formalization
Some people involved in both doing mathematics and the development of formal sys-
tems claim that formalizing mathematics can be inspiring as such. In the process of for-
malizing, one discovers the fine structure of the field he is working with, but also gains
more confidence in the correctness of the definitions and proofs. In addition to this, there
are more objective benefits from formalizing mathematics.
First of all, the formalized mathematics is checked and thus the proofs are guaranteed to
be correct. This can be vital in the realm of applications, e.g. software and system design
and correctness checking, where one wants to be ass sure as possible that the mathematical
models and the results proved about them are correct. But even for normal mathematical
practice, as presented in the traditional way of various journal publications, there are some
obvious benefits. Namely, formalizing a complete theory, or at least its crucial parts may
allows to obtain significant generalizations of some concepts. For example, using the tools
available for the MIZAR system, one may automatically find out irrelevant premises, as-
sumptions, etc. and hence make his theory as general as it can be in a given environment.
The work under the rigorous control of a computer system can also help to find gaps or
omissions in mathematical publications. During the MIZAR formalization projects men-
tioned in Section 3.2, several such “incomplete” places were found in [4,8].
That the mathematics is formalized means also that it has a structure and a semantics
within a given proof assistant. So a mathematical formula or proof is not just a string of
symbols, but it has a structure that represents the mathematical meaning and its building
blocks have a definition. This can in principle be exploited to generate meaningful docu-
ments or to exchange mathematics with other application, as well as enable semantic-based
information retrieval methods. Based on the semantics and the structure of the formalized
mathematics, it should be possible to query the library and find results much more easily
than in ordinary mathematical papers. Some sort of querying based on the (meaningful)
structure is already possible in MML,2 but more semantical querying would be welcome.
2 See the MMLQuery browser by G. Bancerek, http://megrez.mizar.org/mmlquery/.
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automated deduction systems. It is definitely essential for testing the robustness of systems
as proposed in [7]—e.g. a test involving a program permuting references in inference steps
found singe inferences in 4 (out of about 800!) articles—one of them was [9]. The prob-
lem was diagnosed and fixed by the author of this paper. The fix has been available since
MIZAR ver. 6.1.14 distributed on November 9, 2002. It concerned the built-in procedure
emulating the former theorem BOOLE:11 which could be written as follows (see [13]):
for x,X,Y being set holds x in X & X c= Y implies x in Y; This
frequently references theorem was built into the MIZAR checker to enable its use even
without an explicit reference from the author. Such a tendency to incorporate such useful
facts into the checker in an obvious way strengthens the system and allows for reducing
simple background reasoning, and at the same time makes them clearer for the potential
reader. As the ultimate goal, steps in a system of formalizing mathematics would be sim-
ilar to those of traditional (pen-and-paper) mathematics. However, the implementation of
BOOLE:11 in some specific cases resulted in some true statements not being accepted by
the MIZAR verifier. What is interesting here is the fact that users of the system had not
managed to create such a specific situation (and find the error) for several years. This gives
evidence to the fact that studying the robustness of systems for formalizing mathematics is
required, or even indispensable, to make them become more useful—especially using new
features. This in turn requires new advanced developments, ideally based on new mathe-
matical concepts and results.
6. Conclusions
The formalization of some recent results in the theory of Segre products of partial linear
spaces proved to be feasible in the environment of the MIZAR system and its mathematical
library (MML), which provides some optimism for the future of formal deduction systems.
It seems that many other theories and new results published in mathematical journals may
as well be formalized and hence made available not only for mathematicians, but also for
proof assistants and automated theorem provers.
As for the further use of this particular work, it can still be developed. There is a lot
of concepts left for formalization. Based on the notions described in this paper, we later
defined two known structures from algebraic geometry. Namely, the spaces of k-pencils
and Grassmann spaces for vector spaces over an arbitrary field. Then we introduced the
notion of generalized Veronese spaces following the definition presented in the paper [15].
The development may also serve as a basis of a monographic course in formalizing the
theory of partial linear spaces.
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